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Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
• Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
• Turn out your headlights at the gate!
• Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the lefthand side)
• Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
• Put equipment back neatly when finished
• Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit 501(c)3
scientific educational organization, and incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may
be copied and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into
any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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FWAS
Monthly
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm
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LQ
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28

Moon Apogee

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth
Museum of Science & History, the wellattended, monthly public star parties
presented by the Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to
Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the
first adult amateur astronomy clubs
formed in the country and one of the
largest with more than 200 active
members.
Members will have several telescopes
set up at Tandy Hills for viewing the
night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs Coolers welcome - Steel City Pops will
be on hand
More
details
at
the
NASA
website: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/event-view.cfm?Event_ID=76024
Star party Etiquette: http://www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: May 11th Always consult the below site for date changes due to weather.

http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-sky-star-party
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Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS

Distant Encounters: The Exploration of Jupiter and
Saturn

spacecraft and tell it what to do? How much redundancy
should be included? What type of power source must it
have? Of the thousands of possible trajectories, which ones
will return the most valuable data? When and where should
it be launched? How will it be steered in flight? It took hundreds of scientists and engineers to design, program, test,
and operate the twin probes.

by Mark Washburn
“There will be no holidays, no statues in the park, no towns
or universities bearing the name of Voyager,” writes Mark
Washburn in Distant Encounters. “It seems a shame. Because the Voyagers blazed a trail of exploration and discovery that is unmatched in all human history.”

I admit that I've always had a soft spot in my
heart for books and documentaries about the
Voyager spacecraft. The first Jupiter encounter
took place during my childhood, and the images the twin space probes sent back of the
mighty planet took everyone's breath away.
Nothing like them had ever been seen before
and astronomers had to completely rewrite
their textbooks as a result. Then we saw the
ringed planet Saturn with unimaginable detail.
Voyager 1's main mission was then over, but its
sister spacecraft, Voyager 2, was only halfdone; it continued to give us the first close-up
images of the planets Uranus and Neptune. The story of how
these missions came to be and the behind-the-scenes activities is told within the pages of Distant Encounters.

One little-known item that this book revealed was the fact
that, despite the two Voyagers being twin spacecraft, Voyager 2's camera system was actually much better than Voyager
1's. “The spacecraft cameras had been chosen from a group
of six similar but not identical instruments and, by the luck of
the draw, the Voyager 2 narrow-angle camera was 50% to
100% more sensitive than Voyager 1's... Saturn had never looked better.”

Washburn points out that the Voyager flybys
of Jupiter and Saturn marked the beginnings
of multimedia astronomy. Thousands of ordinary people who otherwise had no inkling of
what these worlds were or what they represented were entranced. Carl Sagan had recently become a celebrity because of his appearances on television talk shows as well as
his Cosmos series. Reporters at JPL wanted to
interview everyone on the Voyager team.
Quite telling is Washburn's statement: “In the cafeteria, the
journalists share tables with scientists and JPL employees. It
frequently happens that a reporter learns more at lunch than
at the press conference. Away from the lights and cameras,
the scientists relax and become
Author Mark Washburn was present Published by Harcourt Brace Jomore talkative about their work... If
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in
a scientist manages to elude the
vanovich – 1983
Pasadena, California during the
detailed technical questions of the
planetary encounters and he paints
more scientifically minded journalISBN 0-15-626108-1
an interesting picture of the people
ists, he may still be snagged by a
who controlled the Voyager spacetelevision reporter as he tries to exit
272 pages
craft. Voyager 1 encountered Jupifrom the auditorium. The TV crews
ter in March of 1979, and the torrent of pictures and data
film standup interviews with their subjects posed in front of
came close to overwhelming everyone. Scientists admitted it
the full-scale Voyager mockup.” These press conferences
would take years to examine and understand it all. Voyager
were unique to the space program; rarely do other scientific
2 followed a few months later, and both probes continued on
discoveries attract instant worldwide attention.
to Saturn a year after that.

How does one decide what equipment to place on board
such a probe? How large should it be? What photographic
resolution? How much can it weigh? What kind of data
should it return? How will scientists communicate with the
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critical to the survival of the American planetary exploration
program. What the public reads and hears about a spacecraft may be more important than what the spacecraft actually does. Scientists are becoming more aware of the importance of the media, but they are not always comfortable
with it.”

The book contains lots of good photographs – black & white
and color. The author describes a great many other items
that Voyager detected, and what astronomers postulate
may cause them: the vivid colors of Jupiter's clouds, the
more muted colors of Saturn's clouds, the strange variety of
geology among the Galilean moons, the magnetic fields of
the two gas giants, etc. The author writes: “By the time
Voyager arrived at Jupiter, atmospheric scientists were
coming to the view that Jupiter's atmosphere didn't resemble Earth's atmosphere so much as it did Earth's oceans.”

Lost in the mix is the fact that an earlier probe, Pioneer 11,
visited Saturn before the Voyagers did. While it returned
very useful information to help the scientists adjust their
plans for the Voyager visits, Pioneer 11's imaging system
was much more primitive. The Pioneer photographs looked
quite bland and did not paint nearly as exciting a picture of
Saturn as the Voyager cameras did. Pioneer could not reveal the exquisite detail of the rings.

Miraculously, both Voyagers continue to operate and return
data to us from deep space – more than 40 years after they
were launched. They are due to cease transmitting within a
few years, but they will still voyage on... forever.

(Book Review—Continued from page 5)

The End
Of course, many problems occurred throughout the mission. Voyager 2's camera boom became stuck shortly after
it crossed Saturn's ring plane and the craft suddenly began
transmitting useless pictures of deep space. (The boom
eventually became unstuck.) Some photographs were lost
because of thunderstorms on Earth obliterating the radio
signal over parts of NASA's Deep Space Network.

One might say this book isn't worth reading because it literally covers only half of the complete story; Distant Encounters was published in 1983, long before Voyager 2 visited
the planets Uranus and Neptune. Even so, we learn a great
deal about how the entire enterprise works. Fact is, the
scientists were not at all certain that the two space probes
would even survive their initial visit to Jupiter, due to its
hazardous radiation environment. In the early days, JPL
tended to soft-pedal the very notion of visiting anything
beyond Saturn; the author mentions that at the time the
book was published, there was a very real possibility that
NASA's budget cuts may have included shutting off Voyager
2, even if it had reached Uranus! One must remember that
Voyager paved the way for later missions, such as Galileo
orbiting Jupiter and Cassini/Huygens orbiting Saturn and
landing on Titan.

e
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
May

01

We

Venus: 27.8° W

02

Th

06:39

Moon-Venus: 3.9° N

04

Sa

17:45

New Moon

05

Su

08:12

Eta Aquarid Shower: ZHR = 60

06

Mo

16:52

Moon-Aldebaran: 2.4° S

07

Tu

18:36

Moon-Mars: 3.3° N

09

Th

00:46

Moon North Dec.: 22.2° N

09

Th

13:50

Moon Ascending Node

10

Fr

20:35

Moon-Beehive: 0°

11

Sa

20:12

First Quarter

13

Mo

16:53

Moon Perigee: 369000 km

18

Sa

16:11

Full Moon

20

Mo

11:54

Moon-Jupiter: 1.8° S

21

Tu

07:59

Mercury Superior Conj.

22

We

01:41

Moon South Dec.: 22.3° S

22

We

14:12

Moon Descending Node

22

We

17:25

Moon-Saturn: 0.6° N

26

Su

08:27

Moon Apogee: 404100 km

26

Su

11:33

Last Quarter

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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Constellation of The Month
Canes Venatici

Canes Venatici /ˈkeɪniːz vɪˈnætɪsaɪ/ is one of the 88 official modern constellations. It is a small northern constellation that was
created by Johannes Hevelius in the 17th century. Its name is Latin for "hunting dogs", and the constellation is often depicted in
illustrations as representing the dogs of Boötes the Herdsman, a neighboring constellation. Cor Caroli is the constellation's
brightest star, with an apparent magnitude of 2.9. La Superba is one of the reddest stars in the sky and one of the brightest
carbon stars. The Whirlpool Galaxy is a spiral galaxy tilted face-on to observers on Earth, and was the first galaxy whose spiral
nature was discerned.
The stars of Canes Venatici are not bright. In classical times, they were listed by Ptolemy as unfigured stars below the constellation Ursa Major in his star catalogue.
In medieval times, the identification of these stars with the dogs of Boötes arose through a mistranslation. Some of Boötes's
stars were traditionally described as representing the club (Greek κολλοροβος, kollorobos) of Boötes. When the Greek astronomer Ptolemy's Almagest was translated from Greek to Arabic, the translator Hunayn ibn Ishaq did not know the Greek word
and rendered it as a similar-sounding Arabic word for a weapon, writing al-`aşā dhāt al-kullāb ( ,)العصا ذات الكالبwhich means
"the spearshaft having a hook". When the Arabic text was later translated into Latin, the translator Gerard of Cremona mistook
kullāb, meaning "hook", for kilāb (which looks the same in unvowelled Arabic text), meaning "dogs", writing hastile habens
canes ("spearshaft having dogs").[2][3][4][5] In 1533, the German astronomer Peter Apian depicted Boötes as having two dogs with
him.[6][7]
These spurious dogs floated about the astronomical literature until Hevelius decided to specify their presence in the sky by
making them a separate constellation in 1687.[8][9] Hevelius chose the name Asterion (from the Greek 'αστέριον, meaning the
"little star",[10] the diminutive of 'αστηρ the "star", or adjective meaning "starry"[11]) for the northern dog and Chara (from the
Greek χαρά, meaning "joy") for the southern dog, as Canes Venatici, the Hunting Dogs, in his star atlas.[9][12] In his star catalogue, the Czech astronomer Bečvář assigned the names Asterion to β CVn and Chara to α CVn.[13]

Stars
Canes Venatici contains no bright stars, Alpha and Beta Canum Venaticorum being only of 3rd and 4th magnitude respectively.
Flamsteed catalogued 25 stars in the constellation, labelling them 1 to 25 Canum Venaticorum, however 1 turned out to be in
Ursa Major, 13 was in Coma Berenices and 22 did not exist.[15]
Alpha Canum Venaticorum, also known as Cor Caroli ("heart of Charles"), is the constellation's brightest star, named by Sir
Charles Scarborough in memory of King Charles I, the deposed king of Britain.[9][16] Legend has it that α CVn was brighter than
usual during the Restoration, as Charles II returned to England to take the throne. Cor Caroli is a wide double star, with a primary of magnitude 2.9 and a secondary of magnitude 5.6; the primary is 110 light-years from Earth. The primary also has an unusually strong variable magnetic field.[9]
Beta Canum Venaticorum, or Chara, is a yellow-hued main sequence star of magnitude 4.2, 27 light-years from Earth. Its common name comes from the word for "joy".[9]
Y Canum Venaticorum (La Superba) is a semiregular variable star that varies between magnitudes 5.0 and 6.5 over a period of
around 158 days. It is a carbon star and is deep red in color.[9]

e
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Canes Venatici is bordered by Ursa Major to the north and west, Coma Berenices to the south, and Boötes to the east. The
three-letter abbreviation for the constellation, as adopted by the International Astronomical Union in 1922, is 'CVn'.[14] The official constellation boundaries, as set by Eugène Delporte in 1930, are defined by a polygon of 14 sides. In the equatorial coordinate system, the right ascension coordinates of these borders lie between 12h 06.2m and 14h 07.3m, while the declination coordinates are between +27.84° and +52.36°.[1] Covering 465 square degrees, it ranks 38th of the 88 constellations in size.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Messier Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Intermediate

Introduction
Almost every amateur astronomer begins to be aware of the Messier Catalog as soon as he or she opens their first book. The novice is sure to find
some spectacular object pictured and designated by its "Messier Number"
with the universal abbreviation "M". Of the myriads of star clusters and
nebulae scattered over the sky only about 100 (perhaps 110 at most) can
claim membership to this celebrated list. However, this happens to include
most, but not quite all, of the finest of these objects observable from midnorthern latitudes.
There is nothing in the catalog that the owner of so humble an instrument
as a three-inch reflector cannot reach under good observing conditions.
Many of the objects can be seen with binoculars and some with the naked
eye. Thus, the Messier Catalog is a happy hunting ground for any amateur
with a taste for deep sky objects.
Even an extremely brief review of the history of Messier's Catalog will explain why it contains so many bright and easy clusters and nebulae.
Charles Messier (1730-1817) was a French astronomer who developed an
intense interest in comet hunting. While he had other achievements to his
credit, this was his chief occupation during his long observing career. In this,
he was so successful that he probably observed half of the comets known in
his time. He discovered about twenty. It was to keep track of the star clusters and nebulae which might have otherwise confused him by their cometlike appearance, that he began to catalog and describe them. In commenting on his catalog in later years, he frankly stated that
he had compiled it in order to aid other comet hunters. There is a slight touch of irony in the fact that Messier's chief claim to
immortality grew out of his efforts to rid himself of a nuisance to what, he felt, was his important life's work. As might be expected, Messier's telescopes were all modest instruments, none of them exceeding the capacity of telescopes amateurs can
expect to own today.
Messier did not discover all the objects in his catalog and he never made any such claim. Many of the objects were called to his
attention by his contemporaries, notably Pierre Méchain and the fact was always carefully noted. The catalog was published in
several stages as additions were made to it, the first 45 entries being printed in 1771. In its classic form, it contained 103 entries. Studies of Messier's papers and correspondence (Dr. Helen Sawyer Hogg and Dr. Owen Gingerich) suggest that another
four to six objects should be added to bring the total to 110.
The prospective observer should be warned that if he follows the older editions of the catalog, or many of the older charts, he
or she may find nothing in the position indicated. More recent editions have corrected these errors but there are a few entries
about which there is some doubt.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Messier Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Intermediate

Rules and Regulations
The Astronomical League offers special recognition in the form of a Messier Observsing Program certificate for those that have
observed most or all of the Messier objects. To qualify you must either be a Member at Large or be a member of an astronomical society which is affiliated with the League. There are two levels of this certification 70 objects (certificate only) and the honorary level: 110 objects (certificate and pin). To obtain a certification you must observe the following rules:

Rule 1:
Visually observe 70 Messier objects and keep a record of your observations. Your notes
must include:
a. Date and Time of observations (local time or UT)
b. Latitude and Longitude of observations
c. Seeing and Transparency
d. Aperture size of telescope
e. Power used
f. A description of the Messier object as it appears in the eyepiece.

Rule 2:
Have your observing log examined by an officer of your Astronomical Society or a suitably qualified second party. If you are not a member of a society you may send a copy of
your logs to the Messier Observing Program Coordinator directly. After reviewing and
approving your observations this party should forward a letter or email to the effect that
you have made the necessary number of observations.
Be sure to include your name, mailing address, email address, phone number, and society affiliation. This letter should be addressed to the MEssier Observing Program Coordinator.
Only non-society members need to actually mail their observing log to the Messier Observsing Program Coordinator. A certificate and pin (if appropriate) will be sent to you or your society for presentation. The letter should specify the address to which
the certification should be mailed. The certificate will be suitable for framing.

Rule 3:
To complete the Messier Observing Program and to receive the "Honorary" level,
when you have observed the balance (all 110) of the Messier Objects, your logbook
should be examined again and a letter or email forwarded to the Messier Observing
Program Coordinator again, indicating that you have completed the observations of
the Messier Catalog. You will receive an award pin and an Honorary membership
certificate signed by the current President of the Astronomical League. Be sure to
indicate the return address.

e
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Highlight Of The Month
Messier Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Intermediate

Note:
Since the purpose of the Messier Observing Program is to familiarize the observer with the nature and location of the objects in
the sky, the use of an automated telescope which finds the objects without effort on the part of the observer is not acceptable.
"Automated telescope" also includes the use of digital setting circles where a read-out shows the user directions to follow to
locate an object. This also includes the unacceptable use of smartphones that use apps to locate objects in the night sky. The
use of the setting circles found on the axis of telescope should also be avoided. In short, only finder scopes, Telrads, or Telradlike devices are acceptable.
The reason......?
The purpose of the "no Go-To" rule is so that you learn the sky and learn how associate a map with the real sky. Learn how to
get from here to there without the electronics or the scales. Learn to locate objects without the electronic interface. The
knowledge of being able to perform this will always be a benefit in the future.
Also "Messier Marathon" sessions where all the objects are found in one occasion is to be discouraged. An observer cannot
truly observe objects in that limited amount of time. Take your time, enjoy yourself, and REALLY see the objects as they were
meant to be seen.

Rule 4:
This program is meant to be completed using a telescope where multiple magnifications (including a higher power) and filters
(if available) can be used. Please do not re-use observations from the Binocular Messier Program towards this observing program.

Messier Observing Program Coordinator:
Scott Kranz
106 N Darrowby Drive
Raymore, MO 64083-9181
(816) 522-8921
E-mail: s.kranz1@comcast.net

e

Links:
Printable Version of this Page: PDF File Format
Other Messier Program Links
The Messier List
Find Your Messier Club Award

e
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Date

Brightness

Start

Highest point

End

Pass
type
Data Source: Heavens Above

(mag)

Time

Alt.

Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

01 May

-2.5

05:14:13

27°

NW

05:14:40

28°

NW

05:17:34

10°

NNE

visible

02 May
03 May

-1.7
-1.3

04:25:25
05:09:18

26°
12°

NNE
NW

04:25:25
05:09:59

26°
13°

NNE
NNW

04:27:06
05:11:34

10°
10°

NE
N

visible
visible

04 May

-1.1

04:20:22

16°

N

04:20:22

16°

N

04:21:36

10°

NNE

visible

14 May

-0.2

05:34:11

10°

NNE

05:34:47

10°

NNE

05:35:22

10°

NE

visible

16 May

-1.0

05:27:13

10°

NNW

05:29:51

21°

NE

05:32:28

10°

E

visible

16 May

-2.2

22:04:13

10°

SW

22:05:40

24°

SW

22:05:40

24°

SW

visible

17 May

-0.4

04:37:03

10°

N

04:38:43

13°

NNE

04:40:24

10°

ENE

visible

17 May

-3.1

21:13:40

10°

SSW

21:16:38

32°

SE

21:19:37

10°

ENE

visible

17 May

-1.0

22:50:45

10°

W

22:53:15

20°

NW

22:55:45

10°

NNE

visible

18 May

-3.1

05:21:24

10°

NW

05:24:39

57°

NE

05:27:54

10°

ESE

visible

18 May

-2.1

21:59:07

10°

WSW

22:02:10

35°

NW

22:05:14

10°

NNE

visible

19 May

-1.7

04:30:43

10°

NNW

04:33:39

29°

NE

04:36:34

10°

E

visible

19 May

-3.6

21:07:55

10°

SW

21:11:11

74°

NW

21:14:28

10°

NE

visible

20 May

-0.8

03:40:18

10°

N

03:42:32

17°

NNE

03:44:46

10°

ENE

visible

20 May

-3.5

05:16:06

10°

WNW

05:19:14

41°

SW

05:22:21

10°

SSE

visible

20 May
21 May
23 May
29 May
30 May
31 May

-0.6
-1.3
-0.5
-0.2
-0.9
-0.4

21:54:59
21:03:03
20:59:20
23:59:21
23:09:01
23:53:11

10°
10°
10°
10°
10°
10°

WNW
W
NW
NNW
N
NW

21:57:01
21:05:52
21:00:41
23:59:26
23:10:05
23:53:28

15°
25°
12°
10°
13°
12°

NNW
NW
NNW
NNW
NNE
NW

21:59:03
21:08:41
21:02:03
23:59:26
23:10:05
23:53:28

10°
10°
10°
10°
13°
12°

N
NNE
N
NNW
NNE
NW

visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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May Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for May 15, 2019 @ 2400 Local Time
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First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility

Data source: https://www.calsky.com

Data source: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moon2017.html
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May 1

May 15

LOCAL SUNRISE

May 31 30

May 01

May 15

Data and Image Sources: www.calsky.com
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May 1

May 15

LOCAL SUNRISE

May 31

May 01

May 15

Data and Image Sources: www.calsky.com
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Club Meeting Minutes— April 16th ,2019
Pam Klich, Secretary
The meeting was called to order by Chris Mlodnicki,
President.
50 members and visitors were in attendance.
Chris welcomed everyone and recognized visitors and
new members. Chris also reviewed the club mission
statement, the dark sky sites, upcoming star parties and
outreach, and upcoming astronomical events.

-Secretary
-Board Member 1
-Board Member 2
Starr Ranch – The gate is currently locked and no one in
the club has the combination. It is unknown who applied
the lock.

Thomsen – has been de-winterized and is again available for use.
3RF – The annual 3RF event is scheduled for July 5-7.
Members are invited to join for 7/4 as well.

General Session
Black Hole – Chris spent a few minutes reviewing recent
news about the Event Horizon Telescope, which had
captured a very rare picture of a black hole. The process
was extensive and used 5 pentabytes of data to store the
image.
Messier Marathon – 4/27/19 is the new target date for
the Messier Marathon.

May Presentation – Amy Ray from TCU will present on
astronomy and spectral imaging analysis.
Club Marketing - on Sat. 5/4/19, the FW Museum of
Science and History will have a table for FWAS to market
the club. We need the banner for the table. Si is checking to see if he has it. We also need:
-business cards
-stickers, ex: “I saw Saturn!”
-copies of newsletters
-FWAS stickers (check with club to see who may be storing these on behalf of the club)
-sky charts with FWAS info
-Messier challenges

Presentation – The normal presentation time was used
to review the status of shopping for land. Chris showed
maps for the target areas and property that the club has
looked at. There were many topics up for discussion including location, light pollution, realtors, taxes, insurance,
roads, water, sewer, lease vs buy, and road grading.
Flyer – Chris created a new club flyer and will have some
One site in particular was reviewed. The cost is $46,000.
printed for hand outs at community events.
The group requested that George Lutch check with his
Prime Focus Newsletter – George Lutch is the editor.
realtor about the purchasing process for the club so that
Please send articles and pictures.
everyone will be aware of and prepared to follow the proTreasurer Report – Laura Cowles
cess.
VOTE: The members in attendance:

145 active members

-voted to buy land

Checking account balance is $3,534.95

-voted not to lease

Savings account balance is $45,924.84

-voted to empower the board to spend up to $5000 earnest money for a down payment on property costing no
more than $35,000.

Business Session
2019 Elections – coming up in June. Plesae consider
running for one of the open positions, or consider who
you might nominate for a position.
The open positions are:
-President
-Vice President
-Treasurer
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FWAS Club
Fundraiser
FWAS is still asking for donations to raise
the $3000 to cover the costs of purchasing
our new Lunt LS60THa solar telescope and
an iOptron ZEQ25 GT mount. We have already used this at some outreach and educational events, and
it was a hit!
Donations are tax
deductible. We are a
501(c)3
non-profit
organization dedicated to educating and
sparking the interest
in Astronomy and
Space in the public.
If you would like to
help us recoup this
expense, it’s still not
too late. You can still
donate. Please click
the button below or
go to the URL shown
at the bottom. Any
amount is welcome
and greatly appreciated.

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!

http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published monthly.
Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve
taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything
you would like to have included in the newsletter that is astronomy related should be sent to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month
at the UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education
Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth.
Guests and visitors are always welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for
FWAS to attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$60 for adults / families & households
$50 for adults (individual)
$30.00 for students (half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership runs June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society

See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
sec-treas@fortworthastro.com

That’s a Fact!

There are billions of galaxies in the universe.
No one is quite sure exactly how many.
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

Cash and checks should be paid in-person at the next indoor
meeting, or checks can be mailed in the traditional way.
Members should check the eGroup for the latest postal
mailing address listed by the Secretary/Treasurer.

May

Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals
only) can be made through our PayPal link (private link is on
the club’s Yahoo eGroup – no PayPal account required).

“Full Flower Moon”

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for discounted subscription rates through our association with the NASA Night Sky
Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The
link can be found on the club’s Yahoo eGroup. (Members
Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in
the Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing certificates through the AL observing clubs.
You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

Flowers spring forth in abundance this month. This has also
been called the Corn Planting Moon and the Milk Moon.
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General Announcments

J

erry Gardner will be having an imaging workshop May 30th thru June 2nd of
2019. Anyone who is just beginning their journey thru Astrophotography who
would like to up their game would benefit from Jerry’s workshop. If interested
you can find out more at the following URL.
http://www.theconstellationranch.com/services3.htm

Photo of M63 by Jerry Gardner

M81 and M82 by George Lutch

